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Method and system for cross enterprise communication are
provided in which intermediary communication components

200 carry out cross enterprise communication. A method at a first
sending enterprise, includes: receiving a signed encrypted
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message from a sender within a first enterprise; validating the
sender; decrypting the message; encrypting the message for
receipt by a second enterprise; signing the encrypted message

202 by the first enterprise; and sending the re-signed re-encrypted
message to a second enterprise. The method a second receiv
ing enterprise, includes: receiving a signed encrypted message

20¾_
from a first enterprise; validating the sender as the first enter
prise; decrypting the message; encrypting the message for re
ceipt by one or more recipients at the second enterprise; sign
ing the encrypted message by the second enterprise indicating
that it is from the first enterprise; and sending the re- signed
re-encrypted message to the one or more recipients.
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CROSS ENTERPRISE COMMUNICATION

This invention relates to the field of cross enterprise communication. In particular, the

invention relates to cross enterprise communication using digital certificates.

When sending encrypted data using the public-key cryptography standard (PKCS) software

the recipients' Distinguished Names (DN) are specified. When receiving encrypted

information the sender's DN can be checked to make sure it is in the expected list of senders.

The lists of recipients and senders in an enterprise are maintained and these lists may be

lengthy and require constant updating as people join or leave an enterprise.

An example is considered of an enterprise E l which has a department of three people (El SI,

E1S2, E1S3) who send encrypted messages to another enterprise E2. Within enterprise E2

there are three people (E2R1, E2R2, E2R3) who are authorised to receive and decrypt the

messages.

A message from a sender (E1S1, E1S2, or E1S3) of E l would be encrypted using the public

key for the intended recipients E2R1, E2R2, E2R3 at enterprise E2, and signed with the

private key of the sender (E1S1, E1S2, or E1S3). This is then sent to enterprise E2.

Any of the three people E2R1, E2R2, E2R3 at enterprise E2 can decrypt the message

because the encrypted key has been encrypted for them. Other users cannot decrypt the

message without access to the private keys of the three users.

At enterprise E2, there is a list of authorised senders, which in this case is E1P1, E2P2,

E2P3. (there might be E3S1, E4S1, etc. as well from other enterprises) from which the

signature of the received message is checked.

If someone joins an enterprise and is authorised to send encrypted data, it is necessary to

inform all of the potential recipients in that enterprise and other enterprises that there is a

new name to be added to the list of authorised senders.



Similarly, is someone joins an enterprise and is allowed to receive encrypted data, then the

recipient's name needs to be added to the authorised recipients list in each enterprise who

sends encrypted messages.

If someone leaves, their name needs to be removed from the authorised sender and recipient

lists in all enterprises.

This work to maintain lists is complex and error prone. For example, one enterprise may be

slow in updating definitions, and so errors arise in sending data because people are not

authorised.

Therefore, there is a need in the art to address the aforementioned problem.

According to a first aspect of the present invention there is provided a method for cross

enterprise communication at a first sending enterprise, comprising: receiving a signed

encrypted message from a sender within a first enterprise; validating the sender; decrypting

the message; encrypting the message for receipt by a second enterprise; signing the

encrypted message by the first enterprise; and sending the re-signed re-encrypted message to

a second enterprise.

According to a second aspect of the present invention there is provided a method for cross

enterprise communication at a second receiving enterprise, comprising: receiving a signed

encrypted message from a first enterprise; validating the sender as the first enterprise;

decrypting the message; encrypting the message for receipt by one or more recipients at the

second enterprise; signing the encrypted message by the second enterprise indicating that it

is from the first enterprise; and sending the re-signed re-encrypted message to the one or

more recipients.

According to a third aspect of the present invention there is provided a system for cross

enterprise communication, comprising: a communication component provided at an

enterprise as an intermediary for communication with another enterprise, wherein the

component includes: a receiving component for receiving an encrypted signed message; a

validation component for validating the sender; a decryption component for decrypting the



message; an encryption component for encrypting the message for receipt by a recipient; a

signing component for signing the encrypted message by the communication component;

and a sending component for sending the re-signed re-encrypted message to a recipient.

According to a fourth aspect of the present invention there is provided a computer program

stored on a computer readable medium and loadable into the internal memory of a digital

computer, comprising software code portions, when said program is run on a computer, for

performing the method the first aspect of the present invention.

According to a fifth aspect of the present invention there is provided a computer program

stored on a computer readable medium and loadable into the internal memory of a digital

computer, comprising software code portions, when said program is run on a computer, for

performing the method of the second aspect of the present invention.

The subject matter regarded as the invention is particularly pointed out and distinctly

claimed in the concluding portion of the specification. The invention, both as to

organization and method of operation, together with objects, features, and advantages

thereof, may best be understood by reference to the following detailed description when read

with the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a system in accordance with the present invention;

Figure 2 is a block diagram of a system in accordance with the present invention;

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a computer system in which the present invention may be

implemented;

Figure 4A is a flow diagram of a method of sending a message in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 4B is a flow diagram of a method of receiving a message in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention;



Figure 5A is a flow diagram of a method of sending a message in accordance with a second

embodiment of the present invention; and

Figure 5B is a flow diagram of a method of receiving a message in accordance with a second

embodiment of the present invention.

It will be appreciated that for simplicity and clarity of illustration, elements shown in the

figures have not necessarily been drawn to scale. For example, the dimensions of some of

the elements may be exaggerated relative to other elements for clarity. Further, where

considered appropriate, reference numbers may be repeated among the figures to indicate

corresponding or analogous features.

In the following detailed description, numerous specific details are set forth in order to

provide a thorough understanding of the invention. However, it will be understood by those

skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced without these specific details.

In other instances, well-known methods, procedures, and components have not been

described in detail so as not to obscure the present invention.

On the edges of the enterprise, where data is sent to another enterprise, a component is

provided which removes the individual sender name and replaces it with an enterprise name

by decrypting and re-encrypting the data.

The term enterprise is used for any organisation that has multiple sender and receivers within

it. The senders and receivers may be individuals or groups within an enterprise. The

senders and receiver may each have a distinguished name.

In the described system, an authorised list of senders for an enterprise may have just one

enterprise distinguished name. Similarly, at the enterprise on the receiving end, a list of

authorised recipients may be built. This is done within the scope of the enterprise and is

therefore easy to manage.

Once the enterprise names are established it is not necessary to inform other enterprises if

the internal users change within an enterprise.



Referring to Figure 1, a block diagram 100 shows communication between two enterprises.

A first enterprise 110 has multiple senders 111-1 14 who may wish to send an encrypted

message to recipients 121-124 in a second enterprise 120.

In the described system, a first enterprise communication component 115 is provided at the

first enterprise 110 which handles the communication with other enterprises such as the

second enterprise 120. The first enterprise communication component 115 includes data

storage of a list 116 of authorised senders 1 1 1-114 from within the first enterprise 110. The

data storage may also include a list 117 of other enterprises (such as the second enterprise

120) with which the first enterprise 110 communicates.

A second enterprise communication component 125 is provided at the second enterprise 120

which handles the communication with other enterprise such as the first enterprise 110. The

second enterprise communication component 125 includes data storage of a list 126 of

authorised recipients 121-124 from within the second enterprise 120. The data storage may

also include a list 127 of other enterprises (such as the first enterprise 110) with which the

second enterprise 120 communicates.

Each of the first and second enterprises 110, 120 may include senders and recipients and the

first and second enterprise communication components 115, 125 may include both lists 116,

126 of authorised senders and recipients from within their enterprise 110, 120. An enterprise

may communicate with multiple other enterprises.

Referring to Figure 2, a block diagram shows an enterprise communication component 200

which may be provided at an enterprise as a device or application to act as an intermediary

between the senders and recipients of different enterprises.

The enterprise communication component 200 includes the following components which are

common to both a receiving and sending operation of the enterprise communication

component 200.

A receiving component 201 is provided for receiving an encrypted and signed message.

This may be received from within the enterprise in the case of a message being sent, or from

another enterprise in the case of a message being received.



A validation component 202 is provided for checking a digital signature on the received

message.

A decryption component 203 and an encryption component 204 are provided for decrypting

a message and re-encrypting the message. The decryption and re-encryption may be done in

reverse (re-encryption before decryption) in order to maintain the data in encrypted form and

not in plain text.

A signing component 205 is provided for signing the re-encrypted message.

A sending component 206 is provided for sending the signed re-encrypted message. This

may be sent to another enterprise in the case of a message being sent, or may be sent to

recipients within the enterprise in the case of a message being received.

Two or more of the above components may be combined together, for example, where a

combined signing and encryption certificate is used.

The enterprise communication component 200 includes or has access to data storage 210

which stores the enterprise's own private key 2 11, a list 212 of other enterprises' public

keys, and a list 213 of the enterprise's own members public keys.

Public-key cryptography is a cryptographic approach which involves the use of asymmetric

key algorithms. The asymmetric key algorithms are used to create a mathematically related

key pair: a secret private key and a published public key. Use of these keys allows

protection of the authenticity of a message by creating a digital signature of a message using

the private key, which can be verified using the public key. It also allows protection of the

confidentiality and integrity of a message, by public key encryption, encrypting the message

using the public key, which can only be decrypted using the private key.

Referring to Figure 3, an exemplary system for implementing aspects of the invention

includes a data processing system 300 suitable for storing and/or executing program code

including at least one processor 301 coupled directly or indirectly to memory elements

through a bus system 303. The memory elements can include local memory employed



during actual execution of the program code, bulk storage, and cache memories which

provide temporary storage of at least some program code in order to reduce the number of

times code must be retrieved from bulk storage during execution.

The memory elements may include system memory 302 in the form of read only memory

(ROM) 304 and random access memory (RAM) 305. A basic input/output system (BIOS)

306 may be stored in ROM 304. System software 307 may be stored in RAM 305 including

operating system software 308. Software applications 310 may also be stored in RAM 305.

The system 300 may also include a primary storage means 3 11 such as a magnetic hard disk

drive and secondary storage means 312 such as a magnetic disc drive and an optical disc

drive. The drives and their associated computer-readable media provide non-volatile storage

of computer-executable instructions, data structures, program modules and other data for the

system 300. Software applications may be stored on the primary and secondary storage

means 311, 312 as well as the system memory 302.

The computing system 300 may operate in a networked environment using logical

connections to one or more remote computers via a network adapter 316.

Input/output devices 313 can be coupled to the system either directly or through intervening

I/O controllers. A user may enter commands and information into the system 300 through

input devices such as a keyboard, pointing device, or other input devices (for example,

microphone, joy stick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the like). Output devices may

include speakers, printers, etc. A display device 314 is also connected to system bus 303 via

an interface, such as video adapter 315.

Referring to Figures 4A and 4B, schematic flow diagrams 400, 450 show a first embodiment

of a method of sending a cross enterprise message and a method of receiving a cross

enterprise message respectively.

Figure 4A shows a flow diagram 400 of a method of sending a cross enterprise message by

an enterprise communication component provided at the sending enterprise El.



The enterprise communication component receives 401 an encrypted signed message at E l

from SI, wherein SI is a sender from within enterprise El. The encrypted message 4 11 is

encrypted with the public key of El 412 and signed 413 with the private key of SI 414.

The component validates 402 the message using its stored SI public key from its list of

authorised senders from within its enterprise. The result is the encrypted message 411

encrypted with the public key of El 412.

The component decrypts 403 the encrypted message using its own El private key to result in

a plain text message 415.

The component then encrypts 404 the message using the E2 public key of the enterprise E2

to which the message is to be sent from the stored list of enterprise public keys with which

the component may communicate. The result is encrypted message 416 encrypted with E2

public key 417.

The component then signs 405 the message using the private key of enterprise El. The

result is an encrypted message 416 encrypted with the public key of E2 417 and signed 418

with the private key of E l 419.

The encrypted signed message 41 is sent 406 from enterprise El to enterprise E2.

Figure 4B shows a flow diagram 450 of a method of receiving a cross enterprise message by

an enterprise communication component provided at the receiving enterprise E2.

The enterprise communication component receives 451 an encrypted signed message at E2

from another enterprise El . The encrypted message 461 is encrypted with the public key of

E2 462 and signed 463 with the private key of El 464.

The component validates 452 the message using its stored El public key from its list of

authorised enterprises from which it may receive message. The result is the encrypted

message 461 encrypted with the public key of E2 462.



The component decrypts 4 3 the encrypted message using its own E2 private key to result in

a plain text message 465.

The component then encrypts 454 the message individually for the recipients Rl-Rm at

enterprise E2 using the public keys of Rl-Rm. The public keys of Rl-Rm are provided on a

stored list of authorised recipients within the enterprise E2 at which the component operates.

The result is multiple encrypted messages 466A-C each encrypted with one of the Rl-Rm

public keys 467A.

The component then signs 455 the encrypted messages using the private key of enterprise

E2. The results are encrypted messages 466A-C each encrypted with the public keys of Rl-

Rm 46 A and signed 468A-C with the private key of E2 469.

The encrypted signed messages 468A-C are sent 456 from the component at enterprise E2 to

its authorised recipients within enterprise E2.

Referring to Figures 5A and 5B, schematic flow diagrams 500, 550 show a second

embodiment of a method of sending a cross enterprise message and a method of receiving a

cross enterprise message respectively. In the second embodiment, the messages are re-

encrypted before decrypting to avoid revealing the plain text message.

Figure 5A shows a flow diagram 500 of a method of sending a cross enterprise message by

an enterprise communication component provided at the sending enterprise El.

The enterprise communication component receives 501 an encrypted signed message at E l

from SI, wherein SI is a sender from within enterprise El. The encrypted message 5 11 is

encrypted with the public key of E l 512 and signed 13 with the private key of SI 514.

The component validates 502 the message using its stored SI public key from its list of

authorised senders from within its enterprise. The result is the encrypted message 511

encrypted with the public key of E l 12.

The component then encrypts 503 the message using the E2 public key of the enterprise E2



to which the message is to be sent from the stored list of enterprise public keys with which

the component may communicate. The result is encrypted message 516 encrypted with E2

public key 17 of encrypted message 11 encrypted with El public key 512.

The component decrypts 04 the encrypted message 511 using its own E 1private key to

result in encrypted message 16 encrypted with E2 public key 517. In this way, the plain

text is not revealed.

The component then signs 505 the message using the private key of enterprise El. The

result is an encrypted message 516 encrypted with the public key of E2 517 and signed 518

with the private key of E l 519.

The encrypted signed message is sent 506 from enterprise E l to enterprise E2.

Figure 5B shows a flow diagram 550 of a method of receiving a cross enterprise message by

an enterprise communication component provided at the receiving enterprise E2.

The enterprise communication component receives 551 an encrypted signed message at E2

from another enterprise El . The encrypted message 561 is encrypted with the public key of

E2 562 and signed 563 with the private key of El 564.

The component validates 552 the message using its stored El public key from its list of

authorised enterprises from which it may receive message. The result is the encrypted

message 561 encrypted with the public key of E2 562.

The component then encrypts 553 the message individually for the recipients Rl-Rm at

enterprise E2 using the public keys of Rl-Rm. The public keys of Rl-Rm are provided on a

stored list of authorised recipients within the enterprise E2 at which the component operates.

The result is multiple encrypted messages 566A-C each encrypted with one of the Rl-Rm

public keys 567A of the encrypted message 561 encrypted with E2 public key 562.

The component decrypts 554 the encrypted message 5 1 using its own E2 private key to

result in encrypted messages 566A-C encrypted with one of the Rl-Rm public keys 567A.

In this way, the plain text is not revealed.



The component then signs 555 the encrypted messages using the private key of enterprise

E2. The result are encrypted messages 566A-C each encrypted with the public keys of Rl-

Rm 567A and signed 568A-C with the private key of E2 569.

The encrypted signed messages 566A-C are sent 556 from the component at enterprise E2 to

its authorised recipients within enterprise E2.

The described system logically has two parts which act as a mirror of each other at a sender

and recipient enterprise. They may be implemented and exist independently. The

functionality may also be combined in a single component.

In the described system, in enterprise El there is only one recipient identified per other

enterprise. For example, with a distinguished name of E1E2. The message is encrypted and

signed just for the communication between enterprise El and enterprise E2. As well as

simplifying the management of distinguished names, there is less work to be done on the

sending component machine, so saving CPU.

Logically between the two enterprises there is a connection (e.g. a piece of wire). At one

end of the wire at enterprise El is a component in the form, for example, of an application or

appliance, which has the private certificate for E1E2. This component does the following:

•validates the data;

•decrypts the key used to encrypt the data;

•re-encrypts the data using the public certificate "E2Enterprise" for the other enterprise;

•signs using the certificate "El Enterprise"; and

•sends this data.

At the enterprise E2 end of the wire, there is a component which does the following:

•validates that the data is valid by checking the certificate using the public "El Enterprise";

•decrypts the message using the private key "E2Enterprise";

•maintains a list of potential recipients - this will typically vary with application. Each

potential recipient has a public certificate;

•re-encrypts the data for each recipient using its public key;



•signs with the a key called "from El" (wholly owned by E2 with the name indicating who

it came from);

•sends the data on to its destinations.

Authorised recipients receive the message signed using "from_El", so it can be identified

that it originally came from enterprise El.

If a person or new group joins enterprise El, the list of senders in the component at the

sending enterprise El end of the wire is updated. This is totally within the enterprise El's

control.

If someone or a group joins enterprise E2 as a new recipient, enterprise El does not need to

be informed. Only the component at the enterprise E2 end of the wire needs to be updated

with the new recipients.

There are two embodiments of the described method and system. In a first embodiment, no

information is passed which can identify an original sender SI at the receiving enterprise E2.

All the end receivers Rl-Rm at E2 see is the E2E1 information. The received message at

Rl-Rm identifies the sending enterprise El with a name in the certificate. So this could say

from 'CUSTOMER1 ' or it may have the more useful name of from 'IBM' (IBM is a trade

mark of International Business Machines Corporation). This may be configured by the

administrator who defines the certificate.

This first embodiment may provide a reliable and secure mechanism for "blind"

communication without the sender needing to know the identity of the recipient, or the

recipient the identity of the sender. This would need to manage communication in both

directions (from sender to recipient and back again) but it would permit the recipient or

sender to shield their identity from the "outside world".

In a second embodiment, information on the original sender may be passed all the way

through the process to the end receivers Rl-Rm. The original data is signed by sender SI .

The public certificate for the sender SI is passed with the data by enterprise El and



enterprise E2 to the end receivers Rl-Rm. This allows the end receivers Rl-Rm to see the

originator of the data and the chain of signers.

As a further aspect, a first enterprise El can try to decrypt a message from a sender SI. If

this works, El must have the signature of the sender SI and hence know the sender. If

enterprise E l can validate the signature, it may pass the signature on. If enterprise E l has a

list of authorised senders, it can check to see if the sender SI is in the list and if they are not

in the list then the message is not passed on. This aspect may give control over who may

send data to other enterprises.

An enterprise communication component for cross enterprise communication may be

provided as a service to a customer enterprise over a network.

The invention can take the form of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software

embodiment or an embodiment containing both hardware and software elements. In a

preferred embodiment, the invention is implemented in software, which includes but is not

limited to firmware, resident software, microcode, etc.

The invention can take the form of a computer program product accessible from a computer-

usable or computer-readable medium providing program code for use by or in connection

with a computer or any instruction execution system. For the purposes of this description, a

computer usable or computer readable medium can be any apparatus that can contain, store,

communicate, propagate, or transport the program for use by or in connection with the

instruction execution system, apparatus or device.

The medium can be an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or

semiconductor system (or apparatus or device) or a propagation medium. Examples of a

computer-readable medium include a semiconductor or solid state memory, magnetic tape, a

removable computer diskette, a random access memory (RAM), a read only memory

(ROM), a rigid magnetic disk and an optical disk. Current examples of optical disks include

compact disk read only memory (CD-ROM), compact disk read/write (CD-R/W), and DVD.



Improvements and modifications can be made to the foregoing without departing from the

scope of the present invention.



CLAIMS

1. A method for cross enterprise communication at a first sending enterprise ( 110),

comprising:

receiving (401, 501) a signed encrypted message from a sender (11 1-114) within a

first enterprise (110);

validating (402, 502) the sender;

decrypting (403, 504) the message;

encrypting (404, 503) the message for receipt by a second enterprise;

signing (405, 505) the encrypted message by the first enterprise; and

sending (406, 506) the re-signed re-encrypted message to a second enterprise (120).

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the step of encrypting (503) is carried out

before the message is decrypted (504) in order to prevent the plain text of the message being

revealed.

3. The method as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2, including:

maintaining a list of authorised senders ( 116) at the first enterprise ( 110).

4. The method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 3, including:

maintaining a list of second enterprises ( 117) with which the first enterprise ( 110)

communicates.

5. The method as claimed in claim 3 or claim 4, wherein the list (116, 117) identifies

distinguished names.

6. The method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein information on

the sender is forwarded by the first enterprise ( 110) to the second enterprise (120).

7. The method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein public key

cryptography is used for validating, decrypting, encrypting, and signing the message.



8. A method for cross enterprise communication at a second receiving enterprise (120),

comprising:

receiving (451, 551) a signed encrypted message from a first enterprise (110);

validating (452, 552) the sender as the first enterprise ( 110);

decrypting (453, 554) the message;

encrypting (454, 553) the message for receipt by one or more recipients at the second

enterprise (120);

signing (455, 555) the encrypted message by the second enterprise (120) indicating

that it is from the first enterprise (110); and

sending (456, 556) the re-signed re-encrypted message to the one or more recipients

(121-124).

9. The method as claimed in claim 8, wherein the step of encrypting (553) is carried out

before the message is decrypted (554) in order to prevent the plain text of the message being

revealed.

10. The method as claimed in claim 8 or claim 9, including:

maintaining a list (126) of authorised recipients at the second enterprise.

11. The method as claimed in any one of claims 8 to 10, including:

maintaining a list of first enterprises (127) with which the second enterprise

communicates.

12. The method as claimed in claim 10 or claim 11, wherein the list (126, 127) identifies

distinguished names.

13. The method as claimed in any one of claims 8 to 12, including receiving information

on an original sender of the message at the second enterprise and forwarding the information

to the one or more recipients.

14. The method as claimed in any one of claims 8 to 13, wherein public key

cryptography is used for validating, decrypting, encrypting, and signing the message.



15. A system for cross enterprise communication, comprising:

a communication component (200) provided at an enterprise as an intermediary for

communication with another enterprise, wherein the component (200) includes:

a receiving component (201) for receiving an encrypted signed message;

a validation component (202) for validating the sender;

a decryption component (203) for decrypting the message;

an encryption component (204) for encrypting the message for receipt by a recipient;

a signing component (205) for signing the encrypted message by the communication

component; and

a sending component (206) for sending the re-signed re-encrypted message to a

recipient.

16. The system as claimed in claim 1 , wherein the communication component (200)

uses public key cryptography.

17. The system as claimed in claim 15 or claim 16, wherein the communication

component (200) at a first enterprise (110) includes:

a data storage (210) including a list of authorised senders ( 116, 213) at the first

enterprise, and a list of enterprises ( 117, 212) with which the first enterprise communicates.

18. The system as claimed in any one of claims 15 to 17, wherein the communication

component (200) at a second enterprise (120) includes:

a data storage (210) including a list of authorised recipients (126, 213) at the second

enterprise, and a list of enterprises (127, 212) with which the second enterprise

communicates.

19. A computer program stored on a computer readable medium and loadable into the

internal memory of a digital computer, comprising software code portions, when said

program is run on a computer, for performing the method of any of claims 1 to 7.

20. A computer program stored on a computer readable medium and loadable into the

internal memory of a digital computer, comprising software code portions, when said

program is run on a computer, for performing the method of any of claims 8 to 14.
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